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Introduction
The Summit was well organized and its focus on deploying, integrating and using Google Apps for education was
really promoted. The two day event was of high intensity and through the network of teachers, I had a privilege
of meeting some amazing teachers, we had the same drive of becoming better teachers and make a difference
in our learner’s lives. Different approaches that were used by presenters showed their willingness to embrace
challenges and change as well as their interest to see the moving teachers with tech-savvy learners. This was an
enormous potential payoff for digital education of which I feel great to be part of it.

The Sessions

Sessions were attended with full enthusiasm and participation. The two key note presentations. A demo slam
competition and a closing capstone session were really amazing for me. The presenters were knowledgeable
professional developers with informative breakouts and cutting edge demonstrations. It was not an easy
decision on which session to attend but I attended the following sessions:









Google Classroom and introduction and best practices.
Projects students will never forget
Google Apps and 21st Century skills
Management learning efficiently with google sheets
Using Google docs and Google forms the Foundation Phase
Technology for language teachers
Google Forms
The underdog of Google Apps

Each session included an interactive overview and tips and inspiring ideas on how to use Google for teaching,
learning and professional collaboration. The Google App and 21st Century Skills was inspiring and I received a
deeper understanding of the power of the ‘Four C’s’ i.e. Communication, Collaboration, Creative thinking and

Critical thinking. All the activities were designed to help also the beginners to understand the power of each
app. There is so much that is grounded in the use of technology for language teachers. This was presented by
Rushton Hurley with his high-energy demonstrations. I discovered that there is so much fun in teaching the
language and different activities and by using Google pictures and quizzes is a flexible activity.
Break and Lunch times
As much as the sessions needed full concentration, we had enough time of relaxing and enjoying ourselves,
collaborating, communicating with new people in our lives.

My Experience
I have learnt more about the Google Apps for Education, they are tools that build teamwork and enhance
learning, a set of communication and collaboration tools. These include:
Gmail

Calendar
Drive

This app is not just for receiving and sending emails
but it can be customized to match my schools ‘logo,
colours and domain.
With an online calendar, I can plan lessons, book
parents.
This is where I can preview documents, videos,
images and files, share individual files with other
teachers.

Documents
Sheets
Slides
Forms
Classroom

Vault

I can view revision history to see how student writing
has evolved
Teach students the power in data with built in
formulas.
I can create lessons that shine with a variety if slide
themes and templates.
Google forms can be used to gather and analyze
information, great for quizzes, tests and surveys.
This is where I can create and organize assignments
quickly, provide feedback and communicate with
classes.
It is an App used for archiving ,e-discovery and
information governance, it is an optional app.

The good times
We had a life time experience in Cape Town with the SchoolNet Team.

Their generosity, humility, hospitality will forever be embraced. I had an opportunity of touring Cape Town after
the last sessions, I felt like a dignitary and became speechless sometimes asking myself, ‘what did I do to deserve
this presidential treatment.
CONCLUSION

I will definitely take the advantage of the technology to stay connected, and with Google Apps for Education I
will never be disconnected because these Apps are specifically built for schools. I will go Google by adapting a
culture that extends beyond the classroom walls.

The information I received from Parklands College will carry me through collaboration with other teachers. It is
not about the type of school you are at, but the lion inside of me will drive me to fulfill the dream of changing
the future of my learners, whether my school has laptops, tablets or any other devices Google Apps will work for
me, and I can work anytime, anywhere on any device. Offline Gmail and Docs mean you don’t always need
internet access.
Recommendations
EduTech Summit is a very informative, there must be mini summits for districts so that the teachers who did not
attend can be informed so that as teachers in the rural areas can manage their classrooms blissfully easy and
with fun while using technology as a bridge to better connect with our learners. Putting technology in the hands
of our learners is not going to be a magic act, but teachers need to be trained, monitored, and advised because
this is a new transformation of learning in the classroom.
I believe with such seminars, we can protect our learners and our technology because everyone can connect and
collaborate regardless of their device or operating system, there can be freedom of learning which will put

learners at the centre of their own learning and mostly for educators to meet the technological needs of today’s
schools.

